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Falcon Features New Power Solutions, Maker Tables, Booth Seating
and More at NeoCon 2017
Newport, Tenn., June 9, 2017 – Falcon will launch a range of products at NeoCon, taking
place June 12-14, 2017, at The Mart in Chicago. Visitors to showroom 11-111 will see an array
of seating, tables, acoustic panels and more designed to enhance workspaces and common
areas, support collaboration, and improve efficiencies in corporate, education, and healthcare
environments.
Falcon Low Voltage Power and Lighting Solution, a state-of-the-art, fully integrated low voltage
power and LED lighting system, is among the new featured products. Falcon Low Voltage
Power and Lighting Solution is a class 2 low voltage system that offers wireless control and is
safe, easy and cost-efficient to install as it does not require a licensed electrician. The new
system is highly energy efficient, modular and adaptable.
Powered by Nextek Power Systems technology, Falcon Low Voltage Power and Lighting
Solution will be shown at NeoCon in conjunction with Falcon’s Acoustic Panels to create a
solution that delivers wireless lighting control and strong sound absorption. Ambient or task light
is created through the integration of Falcon Low Voltage Power and Lighting Solution into the
panels. General room or directional lighting can also be delivered as necessary to contribute to
the aesthetics of a space.
In addition to the integrated LED lighting solutions embedded within acoustic panels, any space
adjacent to the panel area can benefit from adding a wide range of system components to
facilitate full room or area lighting and control solutions. The robust, low voltage class 2 power
and lighting system is “touch safe” and can be easily reconfigured without any safety concerns.

Falcon Low Voltage Power and Lighting Solution offers complete control of building lighting
through the SKY-Controls system of motion sensors, devices, and cloud-based software. The
programmable and interactive architecture of the system provides a new standard of control and
energy monitoring, helping achieve significant energy savings.
New Seating and Table Solutions
Falcon expands its portfolio of stylish, multi-functional booth seating with the introduction of the
Stowe booth. Featuring Baltic birch plywood with maple face, Stowe’s “egg crate” construction
creates a unique, sturdy unit available in single or back to back configurations. With dimensions
of 48 inches tall by 72 inches wide and the option of specifying acoustic fabrics and foam, the
versatile Stowe booth can be used to create a quiet space or support a collaborative
environment.
Falcon’s maker tables also make their NeoCon debut. These tables were developed with
flexibility and functionality in mind, making them easy to specify in virtually any location where
learning, creating and working take place. The durable, flexible tables provide a comfortable,
stylish, and functional place to bring creations to life.
###
About Falcon
Falcon is part of the CFGroup portfolio of brands, which also includes Thonet, Howe, and
Shelby Williams. Falcon serves architects, designers, and facility managers with table and
seating solutions for commercial spaces in the corporate, education, government, and
healthcare markets. Falcon’s product line is focused on training, learning, meeting, and
dining. Global headquarters and manufacturing are located in Newport, Tenn. More information
is available at falconproducts.com.

